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Exceptional, Clearly Explained Book on Sensory Processing Disorders I purchased this book a couple of
years ago, shortly after my child was diagnosed with the second of his 5 diagnoses, Sensory Modulation
Disorder (rated severe). A good purchase! This publication, although is certainly amazing, it is not a
miracle worker and will not serve as an eyesight opening scientifically proved manual to those who don't
believe in SPD as a "thing", but it DOES help anyone who is looking for advice, science, and answers to
weather their child has Sensory Processing Disorder. So I started reading just as much as I could, and this
was among the first resources I picked up. So, I knew more than enough to recognize generally what was
heading on with my son when all heck began breaking loose, and when there is any one thing I believe I
should get yourself a gold star on it was pushing to obtain him evaluated in early stages, but I didn't
possess as much specifics as I sensed like I had a need to effectively deal with what was happening on the
ground level as his mother and primary caregiver. So while I got some familiarity with a wide range of
topics because of that, the healthcare company I worked for dealt with mostly geriatric populations, so
conditions specific to that group will be the areas I was most familiar with.Take note: I'm all for
purchasing used books, however that one might me worth buying new.For those who have or THINK you
may have a child that has Sensory Procedure Disorder issues, then this book is something you NEED to
read. Gagging and sometimes vomiting. Foamy items touching him? So many kids get identified as
having ADHD . And easily were there what your location is, I'd give you a hug and a shoulder, because
I'm sure you need it correct about today.What i acquired from her after she blew through the book was.”I
come across that, for my son, as we've been going through the procedure of sensory integration therapy
over the last few years, his sensory issues and requirements are ever changing, so I think it is great to have
this as a source to refer back to when needed.. Ideal for parents and teachers!So there you have it.So, I
think this book did an extremely great job of explaining the types of sensory processing disorders plus
some what to help with them, and its not necessary a medical background at all to comprehend it just
how she explains it. While I could make it function, it would have been fine to undergo the questionnaire
without the markings of the previous owner. Needed constant motion to sleep. Extremely hyper delicate
to sounds and visible stimuli. He's usually sleeping about 7 hours throughout the night without any sort of
movement."what they describe could possibly be ANY child" and she done the traits and didn't really
observe how her perfect small grandchild "suits" in the SPD category (AND I'll be petty more than
enough to mention that same MIL won't view the child for several night because she actually is
"exhausting"). Certain issues touching his skin, including water? My daughter is 4 and would go to
occupational therapy twice a week for SPD. quarter-hour or more of screaming with a small scratch.
Trying to dive down the stairs...because hey, he couldn't experience what it had been doing to his body
when he hit underneath. Sometimes, he'd simply walk up to the floor lean on his knees, and then make an
effort to crack his forehead on the tile. Yah, that one triggered me to get huge plush throw pillows to
cover the ground with until we're able to get this behavior resolved and transitioned to something
appropriate with therapy. Picking right up my end tables or boxes of rice milk from Costco and throwing
them.. And, if you are a mother or father trying to figure out of this book can help you understand what is
heading on together with your kiddo, I'm sure you could go on too about your very own struggles,
because a few of this may appear to be your child, but he/she may have got their own difficulties that are
uniquely theirs. Solid smelling cleaners: vomiting until he couldn't smell them any more. People touching
him or obtaining too close? And I believe this will give you some great ideas for how to explain what to
the people around you, who probably have decided that the problem is either you've messed up as a
parent or that your son or daughter is merely plain naughty, neither of which are true. So it can end up
being great to have a good basis for educating the people around you, because, as the author says in this
publication, “the inability to function smoothly is not as the kid won't, but because he can't. Vomiting.
Despite the fact that my son has truly gone on to end up being diagnosed with additional things, what I



can say is usually that his sensory stuff, though we remain fighting that battle, is so very much improved
it's a pleasure to see. He's only vomited once during the past year for a sensory related concern. Other
people can now touch him. I will suggest this to any parent or grandparent who includes a kid with
SPD,autism, or ADHD. Hours of meltdowns a day time.The third book is for me, it sits on my desk at the
job. He can experience some deep pressure impacts today. Overall, it is designed for the lay person (both
parents and teachers) and gives them a background understanding of what the problems could be and
after that how to deal with them. And I personally recommend educating yourself as much and as
extensively as you have time to have the ability to and to not hesitate to try something brand-new or
innovative if you think it may help. For me personally, Personally i think like if I've simply learned one
thing from articles or a book that makes a notable difference in improving the quality of existence for my
son and his ability to connect to the world, after that it had been time well spent. The first half of the
book focuses on the different aspects of sensory issues giving multiple types of both bad and the good
times and how to deal with it. Amazing resource! Interesting book. Would reccomend to anyone caring
for a kid with SPD, or also simply sensory issues. Nothing at all, absolutely nothing is simple with her.
Wonderful book to understand sensory processing disorder Amazing starter book for whenever your child
is diagnosed with a sensory digesting disorder and/or autism. So helpful and helpful, but also encouraging
for those who are simply beginning the journey of sensory disorders with their kids. Whether a kid in your
life has been officually diagnosed with SPD, or you just have a child who struggles with some sensory
issues, things book is a good source!Because things were jaw dropping. There is at least one
questionnaire in the publication where you check off these response that most concerns your kid.
Hysterics, and sometimes vomiting. this is a fantastic read. The gagging and usually vomiting if it wasn't
removed within minutes.. Quick delivery!. Therefore many kids get identified as having ADHD or Autism
when that's not it at all. It’s also great for teachers too. Over-stuffing his mouth area and choking because
he couldn't feel how complete it was. I came across everything in the reserve helpful and way more, it
was comforting.some might even drink it I actually ordered three copies of the publication after stumbling
upon the sound version on my community library app, why you might ask, we are certain to get to that
later in the review. Walk by someone smoking a cigarette? Significant freak outs.. Comforting to know
that this Is certainly a genuine thing, comforting to learn that I'm not really some crazy mom that looking
for a "label" to smack on their kid, comforting to learn that it is not my parenting or something I'm doing
incorrect. This publication (along with Peaceful Parent, Happy Kid which is awesome, incidentally) has
been a light in a first time mother's very stressful, very overwhelming, very emotional life. My child is
hard, she is basically hard. Has helped me tremendously with learning about my kid and his challenges!
Therefore there was that, I think I should have an award or at least one glass of wine for attempting.hard
to cope with, hard to approach, hard to get to listen, just hard. The tiniest simplest issues are battles, she
was a hard newborn, a hard infant, a difficult baby, a hard toddler and now a difficult kid. It's a
comparatively easy examine with a TON of practical and helpful info.. And in this publication, I noticed, I
wasn't alone, it is not my parenting design, it isn't a phantom label, that is a real thing and children and
their parents struggle with it.This book tells you the science behind SPD, it lets you know what to look for
with real life examples, it shows you how OT might help, it explains things in ways a sleep deprived
mother can understand and find solace in. It gives you methods to help your kid, it offers you hope. It
really is worth every single penny.Now you need to still be wondering, well why did the certainly tired
mother here, need THREE copies?Well, a single for my husband - who's pretty supportive and although
when our child is acting off the rails, he does agree she isn't "a standard kid", wasn't completely marketed
on SPD. He examine this book at a snails pace, but I'll provide him mad props, he DID read it...and he
views our child in the same light i found her in after reading and hearing this book.The next copy visited
the MIL - cue the cricket noises, please. For anyone who has a child who just seems not the same as the



average kid, this is an excellent read. It's been 4 years of battles, struggles, crying, no sleeping, noise
issues, no brushing tooth, clothes issues, settling down issues, sitting still problems, eating issues, simply
trading one set of problems for a fresh set. Certain food textures?. I possibly could go on, trust me.. No
reaction to deep pressure impacts, even of a serious nature.. We can consider him out into general public
without me needing to scrub either one of us down in the bathroom. Like I mentioned before it offered
me comfort and reminds me ways to best strategy my sensory seeker to make both our lives less
complicated. Medieval torture devices based on how he reacted to them. I spent time in management
purgatory, but my favorite job was in clinical outcomes as a research analyst. Clothes? And I certainly
would rate this publication as being time well spent. Another quarter is designed for parents and teachers
with how to make it much easier for a child with these problems to operate. The last quarter of the book
deals with the scientific basis behind how sensory digesting disorders occur. There are a handful of
appendices that discuss a few other things plus a glossary. This reserve can help you, getting a great
occupational therapist will help you, and I also did purchase her book “The Out-of-Sync Child Provides
Fun” to peruse for extra tips for things you can do at home to help encourage sensory integration as well. I
came across the most helpful component on how to work with children who have sensory processing
disorders!. Book in great condition! Great Book UP TO NOW This book so far is fantastic!. Though I
proved helpful in health care, I was never medical staff. My son has some sensory issues, and there are
parts of this reserve that are like reading a time in my life. I still return back and examine what I’ve
highlighted. You can lead a horse to water. Reading it, I thought about some of my former students and
want I’d known these details before therefore i could possess helped them are more successful.
Informative Extremely informative. He's touching items he would never have regarded as touching before
and experiencing it. This has helped with my grandson My 2-year-outdated grandson is bettering daily
with sensory and speech therapy, however the first 2 yrs of his life have been a real struggle for me, his
Grandma and daily babysitter. Thank you for this caring and well-written book, which includes been a
real help.
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